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OPENPASS 1.0

High Level Target?

What is necessary?

MVP: What is part of V1.0?

When to be established?
OPENPASS 1.0 – FRAMEWORK

1. Create World Model
2. Create Vehicle Model
3. Define Simulation Run
4. Integrate AVS
5. Connect Sensor Model and Stimuli
6. Implement Scenario
7. Scenario-based Test Concept
8. Generate Validation Report
9. Collect Results and Calculate KPIs
10. Execute Simulations
11. Define Massive Simulation Run
OVERVIEW WEBPAGES

1. Proposal Page
2. Wiki
3. Project Page
4. Charter
5. openPASS-Webpage
RESTRUCTURING WEBPAGES

openPASS-Webpage
- Template openADx
- HUGO, static templating language
- Technical implementation by Daniel Schmidt
- Recommendation by Ralph Müller

Wiki
- Partitioning into multiple sites
- Reorganizing content

Project Page

Contributions openPASS

→ Committer rights for Daniel Schmidt

Contributions openMDM
TIMELINE

29.08.2019
- Intermediate presentation
  - First draft
  - Discussion → Improvements

26.09.2019
- Final presentation

From 26.09.2019
- Roadmap V1.0
PARTICIPATION ECLIPSECON 21.10 – 24.10 IN LUDWIGSBURG (ALL)

– Monday, 21 October 2019, 9:00 - 18:30 Community Day: project meetings, technology discussions, workshops, coding sessions, working group gatherings
– Tuesday, 22 October 2019, Community Evening: meetup, hackathon, coding session
– Support from Angelika
– Who are the e-mail distribution recipients of openpass-sc@eclipse.org